Bingo Instructions

Host Instructions:
· Decide when to start and select your goal(s)
· Designate a judge to announce events
· Cross off events from the list below when announced
Goals:
· First to get any line (up, down, left, right, diagonally)
· First to get all four corners
· First to get two diagonal lines through the middle (an "X")
· First to get a "blackout" (all squares)
Guest Instructions:
· Check off events on your card as they occur
· If you complete a goal, shout "BINGO!". You've won!
· The judge decides in the case of disputes
This is an alphabetical list of all 24 events:
"Everything's fine.", "Ew. People.", "G WHAT?", "Have you started on your
papers? uh-huuuuuhhhhh...", "I'm just gonna go cry.", "Is there a quiz today?",
"It'll be FUN!", "It's fine.", "It's not *weird* it's dissonant.", "Just... be perfect.",
"Just... do it perfectly.", "Maybe sleep ... eat healthy food once in a while...?",
"OH! minor.", "Oooohhhhhhh. I see. I made it too complicated for myself.",
"SHARP!", "Should this be a quiz? Let's make this a quiz.", "The 7th
resolves.....?" "Up!" "Down?" "Down." "Down." "...down.", "This piano is facing the
wrong way.", "Too bad.", "WHO are the people in building B?", "You sure?", "Your
homework will be graded eventually.", *narrows eyes*, *shakes fist*
"WHYYYY?????" *sighs*..
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Bingo Call Sheet
This is a randomized list of all 24 bingo events in square format that you can
mark off in order, choose from randomly, or cut up to pull from a hat:

"Maybe sleep
... eat healthy
food once in
a while...?"

"Have you
started on
your papers?
uh-huuuuuhhhhh..."

"Oooohhhhhhh.
I see. I made
it too complicated
for myself."

"SHARP!"

*narrows
eyes*

"G
WHAT?"

"Should this
be a quiz?
Let's make
this a quiz."

"Just...
do it
perfectly."

"It's not
*weird*
it's
dissonant."

"I'm just
gonna
go cry."

"The 7th
resolves.....?"
"Up!" "Down?"
"Down." "Down."
"...down."

"It's fine."

"OH!
minor."

"This piano
is facing
the wrong
way."

"Is there
a quiz
today?"

"It'll be
FUN!"

"You
sure?"

"Ew.
People."

"Just...
be perfect."

"Too
bad."

"Your homework
will be graded
eventually."

"WHO are
the people
in building
B?"

*shakes
fist*
"WHYYYY?????"
*sighs*.

"Everything's
fine."
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Music Major Bingo
"Maybe sleep
... eat healthy
food once in
a while...?"

"I'm just
gonna
go cry."

*narrows
eyes*

"Too
bad."

"You
sure?"

"This piano
is facing
the wrong
way."

"Just...
do it
perfectly."

"G
WHAT?"

"It's fine."

FREE

"Oooohhhhhhh.
I see. I made
it too complicated
for myself."

"Ew.
People."

"Is there
a quiz
today?"

"Just...
be perfect."

"WHO are
the people
in building
B?"

"OH!
minor."

"Everything's
fine."

"It's not
*weird*
it's
dissonant."

"The 7th
resolves.....?"
"Up!" "Down?"
"Down." "Down."
"...down."

"Have you
started on
your papers?
uh-huuuuuhhhhh..."

"Your homework
will be graded
eventually."

"SHARP!"

"It'll be
FUN!"

*shakes
fist*
"WHYYYY?????"
*sighs*.

"Should this
be a quiz?
Let's make
this a quiz."

This bingo card was created randomly from a total of 24 events.
"Everything's fine.", "Ew. People.", "G WHAT?", "Have you started on your papers? uh-huuuuuhhhhh...", "I'm just gonna go cry.", "Is there a quiz today?", "It'll be
FUN!", "It's fine.", "It's not *weird* it's dissonant.", "Just... be perfect.", "Just... do it perfectly.", "Maybe sleep ... eat healthy food once in a while...?", "OH! minor.",
"Oooohhhhhhh. I see. I made it too complicated for myself.", "SHARP!", "Should this be a quiz? Let's make this a quiz.", "The 7th resolves.....?" "Up!" "Down?"
"Down." "Down." "...down.", "This piano is facing the wrong way.", "Too bad.", "WHO are the people in building B?", "You sure?", "Your homework will be graded
eventually.", *narrows eyes*, *shakes fist* "WHYYYY?????" *sighs*..
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Music Major Bingo
"It'll be
FUN!"

"WHO are
the people
in building
B?"

"You
sure?"

"Should this
be a quiz?
Let's make
this a quiz."

*narrows
eyes*

"G
WHAT?"

"Oooohhhhhhh.
I see. I made
it too complicated
for myself."

"Everything's
fine."

"Ew.
People."

"It's fine."

"Just...
be perfect."

FREE

"Your homework
will be graded
eventually."

"Is there
a quiz
today?"

"SHARP!"

"It's not
*weird*
it's
dissonant."

"OH!
minor."

*shakes
fist*
"WHYYYY?????"
*sighs*.

"I'm just
gonna
go cry."

"This piano
is facing
the wrong
way."

"Have you
started on
your papers?
uh-huuuuuhhhhh..."

"The 7th
resolves.....?"
"Up!" "Down?"
"Down." "Down."
"...down."

"Just...
do it
perfectly."

"Too
bad."

"Maybe sleep
... eat healthy
food once in
a while...?"

This bingo card was created randomly from a total of 24 events.
"Everything's fine.", "Ew. People.", "G WHAT?", "Have you started on your papers? uh-huuuuuhhhhh...", "I'm just gonna go cry.", "Is there a quiz today?", "It'll be
FUN!", "It's fine.", "It's not *weird* it's dissonant.", "Just... be perfect.", "Just... do it perfectly.", "Maybe sleep ... eat healthy food once in a while...?", "OH! minor.",
"Oooohhhhhhh. I see. I made it too complicated for myself.", "SHARP!", "Should this be a quiz? Let's make this a quiz.", "The 7th resolves.....?" "Up!" "Down?"
"Down." "Down." "...down.", "This piano is facing the wrong way.", "Too bad.", "WHO are the people in building B?", "You sure?", "Your homework will be graded
eventually.", *narrows eyes*, *shakes fist* "WHYYYY?????" *sighs*..
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